Molly Tyner becomes an Angel Dog
Molly survived in a shoebox under the bed for a very long time because her owner’s
“boyfriend” hated her. She learned to be very quiet and enjoyed small pleasures in her life
there. It was as if Molly learned early on that if she was very quiet, she could hide and the
pain did not come. Before the box under the bed, we do not know much about Molly’s life
other than that she had been passed from one owner to another with no one addressing any
medical issues.
Molly was finally surrendered to animal control with a broken jaw, punishment from the
“boyfriend” who hated her. She was unable to eat and was paralyzed with fear. Her owner
surrendered her to animal control because she knew Molly could not survive another attack.
When Molly’s foster family accepted her, we did not think she would live very long, but we
knew she deserved to be safe. At least she deserved to die without fear and pain. She
received medical care and a big dose of LOVE!
Rescue has learned that LOVE can fix nearly everything! Molly’s face before rescue shows
pain and suffering but this same little face turned to pure joy with the love provided by her
foster mom and dad! They decided that Molly’s journey would end at their home as Molly
became part of their family. The little dog that was expected to live only a few days lived for 5
years! Molly became their reason for each day and she thrived in the love and care she
received.
Molly’s story ended on Christmas Eve when she crossed the rainbow bridge, nearly 5 years after
she became a beloved part of this family. We like to think we do not cry for what IS, but to
celebrate what WAS! Molly was sheer joy. She was one of the ”lucky ones” to be saved but
her family considered themselves lucky to have been part of her life.
Proceeds from the sale of this Christmas card will mean help for other “lucky ones” who will
find love and happiness because someone purchased this Christmas card!

